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malbari, Behramji Mervanji, 147
mallet, 543
manchhi, Bai; court-allows appeal, on
registration of her marriage, 178-9
mangalbhai, 459 fa
march; of passive resisters into tvl,
257 to 259,514-8, —kindness shown
by Europeans during, 437, 480,
496, —will remain suspended for
one week after Robertson's arrival,
309, but will be resumed if Govern-
ment do not accept demand reg.
igg, 284, 308, —will be withdrawn
if £3 tax is repealed, 517
mariam, Bai, 21; case of, 3
marriages; ira solves difficulty reg.
recognition of Indian, 421, 450-1,
491 fat —Gandhiji satisfied, 442,
asks Indians to be satisfied, 484;
Justice Searle's decision invalidat-
ing non-Christian, 1, 3, 9, 64,
225, —British Indian Association
protests against, 3, —Tamil meet-
ing protests against, 4; law regard-
ing, in Mauritius, 453, —worse
than in sa, 451; law similar to
tvl marriage law of 1871 demand-
ed regarding, 86, 87, 90; mono-
gamous, denned in case of
Kulsumbibi, 226-7, 229; parents
should arrange, 93; polygamous,
182, —recognized by Natal Act 2
of 1907, 33 (See also polygamy.) ;
proclamation in Government Gazette
that banns will be required to be
published of Indian, 402 to 404;
recognition to monogamous Indian:
Alexander's amendment to uirb
(1913) regarding, 78, —deman-
ded, 77, 82, 83, 124, 141, 174,
187, 199, 216, 226, 227, 230,
254, 328, 345-6, 403, 426, 435,
by legislation, 14, 15, 241, 331,
 through amendment of tvl im-
migration law, 54, or uirb
(1913), 17, 20, 26-7, 28, 30, 31, 55,
86, 108, or uira (1913), 120, 121,
194, 201, 226, —Government's
refusal to grant, 2 jfe, 27 jh, 77,
228, cause of harassment of minors,
348, —Government willing to
restore, 333-4,339, but their amend-
ment in this regard unacceptable,
89, 90, 95, 100, 102, —Indians
asked .to fight for, 243, —Indians
willing to go to jail for, 65, 66,
71, —one of the points of passive
resistance, 240, 255, 490, which will
be continued if demand not met,
186, or revived, 82; registration
of Indian, opposed, 83 to 85, 87
to 91, 95, 100, —appeal allowed
by court in Bai Manchhi's case,
178-9, —mode of, 418-9; report of
igc on, 397, 399, obscure, 389;
Supreme Court decision decla-
ring children of Indian, illegiti-
mate, 29, 374
mason, Justice, 416; questions
reliability of Indian witnesses,
416, 417
mauritius; marriage law in, 453,
—worse than in sa, 451
mavji, Purshotam; taking away of his
registration certificate, 161,162,179
mayo, Isabella Fyvie, 415, 416
medh, Surendrarai Bapubhai, 105,
191, 251, 318, 341, 380, 555; offers
passive resistance by hawking with-
out licence, 217, 221, and is arrest-
ed, 221; rudeness shown in jail to,
238-9
medical science; based on inconclu-
sive experiments, 164
mehta, Kalyandas Jagmohandas, 532
mehta, Kunvarji, 431

